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Women as girls’ school owners in 19th century Vienna
Abstract: At the end of the 18th century a new school form emerged in numer-
ous European towns and cities – the private educational institute for girls. Tak-
ing the example of the sisters Betty and Marie Fröhlich, whose education-
al institute in the Viennese city centre shaped generations of girls, this ar-
ticle investigates the closer circumstances of middle class women who es-
tablished and maintained such institutes in 19th century Vienna. "e school 
form is embedded into the European context on the basis of a travel report 
by the institutes owners Betty and Marie. In narrowing down the scope, the 
development of girls’ institutes in Vienna is illustrated through several exam-
ples of other girls’ school owners. "e Fröhlich institute stands exemplary for 
a range of aspects: how middle class women created opportunities for them-
selves and others, the use of communication channels to advertise their busi-
nesses, the balancing act of displaying the adherence with ideal gender roles 
whilst carving out public and commercial spaces, the ambivalences and si-
multaneities in the content of education itself, and the way these publicly vis-
ible women were a resource for their surroundings.
Key Words: Betty Fröhlich, Marie Fröhlich, Possanner von Ehrenthal fami-
ly, Female School Owners, Girls’ Education, Gender Roles, Habsburg Empire
“Having repeatedly discussed in these papers the general conditions of edu-
cation in Austria, today we want to draw our readers’ attention to a special 
branch of this subject, which silently but critically in#uences private and 
family life to a greater extent, than the casual observer would expect. We 
mean the education of the female youth, which, unlike the education of the 
male gender, is entrusted to private e$orts, […]. In particular, the heads of 
the widely known Fröhlich Institute in Vienna have distinguished themsel-
ves in this %eld.”1
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From the late 18th century and throughout the 19th century girls’ education did not 
constitute a priority for authorities in charge of educational matters in the Habs-
burg Monarchy. Even when, in the 1860s, the %rst steps were taken to increase pub-
lic debate and awareness of the issue, these e$orts tended to address the middle clas-
ses by promoting middle class ideals about the female sphere of activity. Existing 
historiography points to the structural de%ciencies which limited the educational 
and professional possibilities for women during this period; the focus on observa-
tions about backwardness and de%ciencies however limits the view as James Albi-
setti has pointed out. Albisetti complicated the picture by contextualising Austrian 
regulations on secondary and higher education during the second half of the 19th 
century with developments in Germany and Switzerland.2 Historians of education 
usually mention the existence of private girls’ schools and female school owners in 
the Habsburg territories, but explain them as a marginal occurrence as in Helmut 
Engelbrecht’s multiple-volume standard work on education in Austria.3 "orough 
attention is paid to the activities of Catholic religious orders and two state funded 
institutes, the Civil-Mädchenpensionat, a teacher training institute for daughters of 
civil servants, and the O"zierstöchter-Institut for daughters of military o(cers, as is 
the case in Margret Friedrich’s extensive research on girls’ education.4 Ilse Brehmer 
and Gertrud Simon provide with a collection of articles and primary sources an in 
depth overview of several aspects of girls’ and women’s education in Austria from 
the 18th to the 20th century; private girls’ schools are discussed for the early 20th cen-
tury focusing on Eugenie Schwarzwald’s schools.5 
I want to add to this substantial research by examining a particular aspect of 
girls’ education at the time: the private educational institute. "e purpose of this 
article is to explore the mechanics of private girls’ educational institutes for girls in 
Vienna more closely, to embed this school form in its broader European context 
and to examine the complex familial and social networks which enabled women 
to function as education professionals. My focus will lie on women educators in 
Vienna who ran private schools – so called Töchterschulen – from the late 18th cen-
tury onwards. "ese schools were educational institutes for daughters of the bet-
ter earning strata of the so called Bildungsbürgertum, the educated bourgeoisie. "e 
actual number of such schools was relatively low compared to state funded boys’ 
schools at the time, since they catered to such a speci%c audience; nevertheless, this 
school form enabled women to create opportunities for themselves. A case study 
about the school owners Barbara and Maria Fröhlich, called Betty and Marie, will 
be the main narrative of the article, which is composed of four parts. "e %rst sec-
tion introduces European examples of private girls’ institutes. "en the focus shi*s 
speci%cally to Vienna. Several aspects of girls’ schools and their owners will be ana-
lysed and illustrated with examples. "irdly Betty and Marie Fröhlich’s institute will 
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be examined more closely to investigate the emancipatory potential embodied in the 
institute owners as knowledgeable leaders. "e set up and maintenance of the Fröh-
lich institute can only be understood in the context of Betty and Marie’s family rela-
tions. Part of this family network was Gabriele Possanner, the %rst woman to grad-
uate from the University of Vienna in 1897, whose career path will be brie#y intro-
duced in the last section of this article.
Eine Inspektionsreise [An inspection journey]
“Clearly arranged notes on trips undertaken on behalf of our institute through 
Germany, Belgium, France and Switzerland in 1849 and 1852.”6 
"is headline introduced the third chapter of the educational program published by 
Betty and Marie Fröhlich to promote their institute in 1853. In the %rst two chapters 
the school owners laid out the “General Principles” of the education and the “Inter-
nal Organisation and Activity” of their institute in Vienna’s city centre. "e Fröh-
lich sisters had received permission to open a girls’ school in January 1849. In spring 
and summer 1849, the newly licensed school owners travelled “with the approval” 
of the new Ministry of Education to Germany to visit the “best schools and educa-
tional institutes for girls” and “to establish contacts with the excellent directors of 
such institutes.”7 "e establishment of an educational institute gave Betty and Marie 
a reason to travel and publish, the emphasis on the “approval” by the government’s 
school authority shows an appropriation of expertise – a capacity which was usu-
ally reserved to men. "e travel report can be situated within the genre of pedago-
gical journeys, which were undertaken and published by (male) school and institute 
owners throughout the 19th century.8 Especially during the %rst decades of the 19th 
century such journeys had the function of networking and the gathering of informa-
tion deemed useful not only for the enhancement of individual school projects, but 
also for governmental purposes in developing the school system. In the case of the 
Fröhlich sisters the travel report is kept short, focusing on comparing other institu-
tes with their own set-up by taking on the position of objective observers who eva-
luate the educational institutes encountered while travelling.
In 1852, three years a*er their %rst journey, the sisters’ travel activities extended 
to Belgium, France and Switzerland, as it was during the revolutionary years not 
possible to extend their travels beyond Germany.9 By the time the sisters made their 
journey to establish and maintain contact with other school owners and to get inspi-
ration for their own business, the private school sector for girls was already well 
established for over half a century in Western Europe and the Habsburg Empire. 
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"e Fröhlich sisters described schools located in Belgium and France as usually big-
ger institutes which functioned as boarding schools. A typical school was situated 
in a big house with a garden, “several wide and airy dormitories with thirty to forty 
beds, a chapel, a sickroom and other %xtures for appropriate comfort […].”10 "e 
sports halls were o*en ostentatiously equipped; the Fröhlich sisters deemed the pro-
vision of gym instruction for girls as knabenha% [boyish] and unzweckmäßig [inex-
pedient]. In French institutes girls were closely watched and prevented from coming 
into contact with the outside world. "e admission of external day pupils to insti-
tutes was condemned – Betty and Marie explained in their report that social class 
was the reason for this practice in France, since day pupils usually were from a lower 
middle class background.11 Amongst other institutes the sisters had visited Mme 
Achet’s school in Paris, which was a prestigious institute at the time.12 In Chris-
tina de Bellaigue’s comparative study, a picture of the layout of Mme Achet’s school 
featuring a spacious parlour gives a vivid impression of the importance of enclo-
sure oriented on the model of Catholic convent schools. In many schools a “dame 
du parlour would sit by the main entrance to the school, watching over all comings 
and goings and chaperoning any visits to pupils.”13 "is feature of French schools 
is in line with Betty and Marie Fröhlich’s description of the e$ort of French school 
owners to prevent any contact with the outside world, which even resulted in the sis-
ters themselves having di(culties to enter private boarding school buildings. Mme 
Achet’s school was attended by %*y-six pupils in 1846, which was slightly above the 
average number of pupils per institute in Paris at the time. In the provinces the num-
ber of pupils was twenty to thirty pupils per school, half the amount.14 "e Fröhlich 
report gives no information on the number of private boarding schools in France; 
certainly this school type for girls was, as in other parts of Europe, an urban phe-
nomenon. According to historian Rebecca Rogers, the dissolution of convents had 
led to private initiatives which expanded rapidly. An impression in numbers gives 
the spreading of schools in the department of Seine: “In 1821 there had been 114 lay 
boarding schools in the department of Seine, 90 in Paris alone. Twenty-%ve years 
later the number had more than doubled.”15 
Christina de Bellaigue has shown that in contrast to larger sized schools in 
France, boarding schools in England provided for a much smaller number of pupils. 
"e number of pupils was consciously limited, oriented towards a domestic model 
of schooling evolving from the long tradition of private teaching.16 As in other coun-
tries social background and religion played a strong role in the question of whether 
and where to send girls to school in Great Britain and Ireland. Upper and middle 
class parents from Wales and Scotland for example sought to send their daughters 
to private boarding schools in England in order to “lose their provincial accent and 
‘habits’” as pointed out by Jane Mc Dermid.17 Convent schools run by French reli-
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gious orders catered to the evolving Catholic middle classes in Ireland; for Protes-
tant parents in Ireland religion was the motivation to send their daughters to Eng-
land; those boarding schools were o*en attended in the form of a %nishing school 
for one or two years a*er private education at home.18 For England in the period 
between 1753 to 1820, Susan Skedd’s study counted “a total of 315 establishments 
and individuals, of which 167 were located in Oxfordshire, advertised their teaching 
services in the newspaper.”19
"e Fröhlich sisters did not discuss any speci%cs about Belgium on this trip, 
which was taken up mostly by their encounters in France. "eir 1853 travel report 
shows knowledge of renowned institutes in the countries they visited, which is for 
example expressed in their deep disappointment about the closing of Josephine 
Stadlin’s famous institute in early 1850s Zurich. No other school in the German 
speaking part of Switzerland was regarded as worthy of mention according to the 
sisters.20 Josephine Stadlin was a dedicated Pestalozzi pedagogue who, like the Fröh-
lich sisters, remained unmarried. From 1845 to 1850 she published a journal titled 
Die Erzieherin ["e Educator], and in 1847 she opened a seminary for educators.21 
Generally, state funded schools dominated the educational landscape in the East 
of Switzerland according to the Fröhlich sisters, whereas in the French speaking 
part of Switzerland private girls’ boarding schools were numerous and small in their 
conception, six pupils on average per school. "e downside of the small number of 
pupils per school were the very high tuition fees charged. Betty and Marie remarked 
that only very wealthy parents were able to a$ord to send their daughters to such 
schools. Su(cient %nancial resources were the only prerequisite for establishing a 
girls’ school, according to the travel report, unlike in France, where the government 
required a formal application as well as an exam to test if a candidate was suita-
ble to open a girls’ school. In the small Swiss institutes, where a maximum of two 
girls shared a room, a familial atmosphere prevailed. Life was gesellig [sociable], and 
Abendzirkel [evening-get-togethers] were organised and attended.
A*er Zürich, Betty and Marie Fröhlich set out to visit educational institutes in 
German territories, a journey they had already undertaken in 1849. "eir travels 
led them to cities like Stuttgart, Heidelberg, Frankfurt, Leipzig, Berlin and %nally to 
Dresden. When visiting German institutes, the sisters were pleased to %nd a clear 
pronunciation of German, which made the expression of thoughts for pupils much 
easier and prevented a turbidity and “Unbehül&ichkeit” [helplessness] caused by a 
“rough, undeveloped” German dialect.22 Institutes in the German territories were 
set up as boarding schools. To admit external day pupils to an educational institute 
was, as in France, not common, but the Fröhlich sisters assured the readers of their 
pamphlet that some exceptions were made. "ose exceptions, the Viennese school 
owners argued, showed, that a combination of boarding school and day school sim-
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ilar to their own was bene%cial.23 In the German countries private girls’ schools 
were founded from around the 1800s onwards and widespread by the mid-century. 
Prominent girls’ school owners around 1800 were Caroline Rudolphi, Amalie Holst 
and Betty Gleim, who gained their popularity also as publishers of pedagogical writ-
ings.24 "e school set-up depended in similarity with schools in the Habsburg Mon-
archy on the speci%c audience a school was catering for.25
"e Fröhlich sisters mentioned %ve private educational institutes: "erese 
Kempf ’s institute in Heidelberg, Ottilie von Steyber’s school in Leipzig, Weiß’ in 
Berlin, B. Ryhiner’s in Frankfurt am Main and Elise Hebenstreit’s school in Dres-
den.26 Historian Edith Glaser analysed Ottilie von Steyber and her school in terms 
of the role teachers assumed as business owners. According to Glaser, from the mid-
1860s on, von Steyber and her school were part of the evolving women’s movement, 
“as a meeting place, a continuation school for the Leipzig women’s association and 
school owners as well as teachers were involved in local and supra-regional wom-
en’s associations.”27 "e best institute by far, according to the Fröhlich sisters, was 
Hebenstreit’s school in Dresden. "is school was the one closest to their own aspira-
tions in organisation and teaching methods. "ey portrayed the educator as the soul 
of all education. Any success stemmed ultimately not from the adaption of famous 
pedagogical methods or from the introduction of expensive devices but rather from 
the personality of the head of the institute and its teachers. "e Viennese travellers 
underlined the thoroughness of German teacher training and the respect that teach-
ers, also private teachers, enjoyed. With their remark about private teachers the sis-
ters hinted at the disregard for private school owners and teachers that they o*en 
encountered in Vienna. "e travels in 1849 and 1853 were not the last pedagogical 
journeys taken by the sisters. In 1866, during Austria’s military con#ict with Prussia, 
the sisters opened one of their frequent advertisements with the sentence:
“In the conviction that more than ever, a tireless advancement on the path of 
academic insights constitutes the duty of all friends of the fatherland, the ins-
titute board undertook last summer another, this time the fourth journey of 
fact-%nding, seriously investigating the most outstanding public and private 
institutes in Southern Germany and France, namely in Munich, Stuttgart, 
Mannheim, Paris, etc.”28
Context: Private Girls’ Schools in Vienna
When Betty and Marie Fröhlich opened their private girls’ school in 1849, the sisters 
had joined a sixty-year long tradition of private girls’ schools in the Habsburg Empire. 
"e %rst school of this kind was opened in 1789 by Maria Anna Klement at Neuer 
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Markt in the Viennese city centre.29 From 1786 onwards Anna’s husband Johann had 
been a sta$ member in a state funded boarding school for the daughters of civil ser-
vants, later called the Civil-Mädchenpensionat.30 From 1789 on he also worked at his 
wife’s educational institute. Soon other institutes followed and steadily more women 
and sporadically also men applied for permission to set up a school. Application pro-
cesses for the opening of schools le* traces in the state and Catholic church archi-
ves; the Catholic church served as the school monitoring authority between 1805 and 
1869. Another set of sources are the numerous advertisements for schools in newspa-
pers and publications in the %eld of pedagogy which help to give impressions of this 
active private sector evolving at the end of the 18th century not only in Vienna but also 
in many other urban areas throughout the Habsburg territories.31
In 1819 Emperor Francis II decided that only women should be entrusted with 
the job of heading girls’ schools; fear of immorality was likely the motivation for this 
decision.32 "e application process to head a school required two certi%cates. One 
attested to the good conduct and morality of the applicant and could be issued by the 
local police or for example by a landlord. A second certi%cate was necessary to prove 
knowledge in needlework; the exam was o$ered by the Ursuline nuns. In fact, the 
same Ursuline nuns in Vienna (and the Mary Ward sisters [Englische Fräulein] in the 
nearby St. Pölten) o$ered their own boarding schools for girls. Not until the 1840s 
was a more professional female teacher training founded, when the Ursuline nuns 
were permitted to o$er a nine-month long preparation course for female teachers. 
"e response to the o$er was very strong, by 1851, 400 candidates had completed 
the course according to Gunda Barth-Scalmani.33
"e idea that school owners were single women who had simply not found the 
right husband and had therefore dedicated themselves out of necessity to educa-
tion hardly matched the reality of many headmistresses in the Habsburg territories.34 
Women who petitioned for permission to open a school were o*en married. "ey 
used the experience gained raising their own children as an argument to advertise 
their schools. In some cases, women supplemented their husband’s income, in oth-
ers their business undertaking supported the whole family. "e skills those women 
had to develop in order to run a school went far beyond education.35 Management 
and accounting skills were necessary as well as the ability to advertise a business. 
Furthermore, in later decades of the 19th century, the ability to network among their 
peers was critical to the development and advancement of their institutes, as the 
example of the Fröhlich sisters and their travels have shown. 
"e private school sector was unstable and unpredictable. When only a small 
number of girls attended a school, losing even a single student could jeopardise the 
venture. Another threat to the businesses were family members. While women had 
to underline constantly their role as moral examples to their pupils, the reputation 
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of a husband was particularly important to the success of a school. "rough their 
own comportment, male family members could help or hinder the school project 
of their female relatives. On the other hand, men could actively support the school 
projects of women in their roles as intercessors with school authorities, as teachers, 
or as joint school directors. 
An example of such an active support was the educational institute of Marie van 
Demerghel, nee Wirth in Vienna. Marie had taken the institute over from her sis-
ter Elise von Phillisdorf in 1851; it was located in the district Erdberg, %rst at the 
Erdberger Hauptstraße Nr. 106, then closer to the city borders. Emanuel, the hus-
band of Marie, was Professor for French language at the prestigious 'eresianum, a 
private boarding school for boys founded under Empress Maria "eresa. Emanuel 
taught French in the institute of his wife with a special focus on conversation, since 
the colloquial language at the institute was French. Marie van Demerghel decided 
to restrict admission to pupils receiving full or half-board, out of “several pedagogic 
considerations.”36 She tried to attract pupils from distant places in the monarchy. 
Her advertisements, which usually featured a prominent mention of her husband’s 
occupation as a French teacher, claimed, that besides the use of French as a col-
loquial language, the mother tongue of each child would receive special attention. 
An advertisement in the Laibacher Zeitung of 1856 states that her educational pro-
gram would be available in bookstores in Laibach/Ljubljana, Klagenfurt, Villach and 
Görz/Gorizia.37 
"e social and geographical origin of the girls attending educational institutes 
in Vienna is di(cult to determine, as there are no pupil lists preserved. Single life 
stories suggest that institutes catered to members of the Bildungsbürgertum, well 
earning civil servants, medical practitioners, lawyers or business-men. Girls living 
in close proximity to an institute attended a school usually as day pupils. "e case 
of "eresia Mellini’s institute gives a sense of how far parents were willing to send 
their daughters to receive an education. On the 9th of September 1815 "eresia Mel-
lini advertised her school situated at the Graben in central Vienna for the %rst time. 
In particular, her advertisement emphasised the “important purpose” of educat-
ing girls for their future “female sphere of activity”.38 "eresia’s advertisement was 
similar to many similar ones at the time. However, the same advertisement with 
two added %nal notes was published half a year later, in February 1816, in the Lem-
berger Zeitung; it included the following addition aimed at parents in the provinces 
of Lower Austria, Carniola and Galicia: 
“In order to reassure parents that the children entrusted to this institute will 
receive loving care and a real education the parents can direct an enquiry to 
the commercial premises of Mister Franz Bogner in Vienna and Mr. L. A. 
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Rudolph in Laybach [Ljubljana]. In Galicia one can contact the wholesaler 
Mister Johann Jakob Bauer in Lemberg [Lviv/Lwów] for more information.”39
Newspaper advertisements suggest that "eresia’s school was #ourishing despite 
the di(cult economic circumstances in Vienna in the a*ermath of the Napoleonic 
Wars. As part of an e$ort to limit teaching the French language in Vienna, the Police 
Court Chancellery prohibited the teaching of the language in "eresia Mellini’s ins-
titute in 1817, with the argument that she did not hold an o(cial licence to do so. 
"e school owner petitioned subsequently for permission and argued that not o$e-
ring education in the French language would be a threat to her business; she could 
not a$ord to lose pupils as she had to provide a living for two families. "e Impe-
rial Commission on Education decided to grant permission for the extension of her 
licence since most of the children in her institute were daughters of merchants. "e 
advertisement also shows that her connections to merchants in Ljubljana and Lviv 
held potential to attract children from cities of considerable travel-distances from 
Vienna.40
"eresia Mellini had advertised her institute assuring readers that girls would 
learn everything necessary for the “female sphere of activity” [weiblicher Wirkung-
skreis]. Similar to private girls’ schools in other European territories, the curriculum 
for girls was adapted to the ideal feminine needs. "ese needs were seen as very lim-
ited in comparison to what boys should be o$ered in secondary schools; the female 
sphere of activity was conceptualised as naturally located in the home.41 An example 
for this is the absence of Latin and the classics from girls’ curricula throughout the 
decades. Instead a strong concentration on teaching needlework and other skills were 
deemed useful for life as a married woman. Although subjects like astronomy, physics 
or Naturlehre [science of nature] appear occasionally in curricula, they were adapted 
and abridged for the female mind.42 "ere was no uniform curriculum in girls’ edu-
cational institutes, besides compulsory subjects (reading, writing, arithmetic), reli-
gious education and the obligatory lessons in French, which, as the above example 
has shown, was crucial for an institute to o$er. Usually certain social studies subjects 
like geography, history and/or Vaterlandskenntnis [knowledge of the fatherland] were 
included in the curriculum. Activities like drawing, music education or dancing were 
o$ered, although sometimes parents who wanted those subjects for their daughters 
had to pay an extra fee. In contrast to France, where school owners’ fees were strictly 
regulated, in Austria there was no state regulation. School fees varied depending on 
the location of the institute and the respective audience. In 1838 the annual fee for 
educational institutes ranged between 200 to 450 Gulden.43 "e writer Eduard von 
Bauernfeld earned at this time around 800 Gulden per year as a low ranked public 
servant [Konzipist] working for the state lottery with an additional 150 Gulden billet 
compensation.44 A clerk in his position would have paid around a quarter to a third of 
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his salary to send a daughter to an educational institute. "is suggests that only high 
ranking civil servants were able to a$ord these schools.
"e private %eld of girls’ education was highly competitive, therefore, public-
ity was important for institutes. First and foremost, newspapers helped to convey 
messages to the public and announce the opening of institutes, the beginning of the 
school year, the holding of biannual public exams and the announcement of other 
events. As the century progressed, musical evenings, theatrical shows and popular 
lectures hosted in private girls’ institutes connected the seemingly private educa-
tional space to the public. 
Female institute owners constantly had to manage their perceived inability to %t 
the binary constructions of public and private, and of model male and female roles. 
"is demanded argumentative diplomacy to justify the particular role of a female 
educator and administrator. "e balancing act women performed was an act of sim-
ultaneity. Women underlined their role as care givers, who “emphasized the domes-
ticity of their arrangements”, as Christina de Bellaigue has pointed out, “playing 
down the degree to which school-keeping was a business.”45 "is same simultaneity 
was also re#ected in the location of an institute. In many cases women adapted their 
apartment or house for the purpose. In cases were the institute owner was married 
or a widow with children or other dependant relatives, the living space accommo-
dated both functions: a family home which increasingly was perceived as the female 
private sphere throughout the century, and a school which was conceptually a more 
public space, with school inspections, twice yearly exams held in the school to which 
“the public” was invited, and girls in a group whose parents paid for their educa-
tion. To integrate these ambiguities, institutes adapted a familial language to the set-
ting: the institute owner was the “loving mother”, girls were encouraged to under-
stand each other as sisters.46 "e idea of motherhood, biological or spiritual, played 
an important role in deciding who could educate girls. In Austria, where during the 
%rst decades of the 19th century many school owners were married, the argument 
that biological motherhood created a natural inclination to education was under-
lined. Members of the Catholic clergy in their role as school monitoring authority 
particularly supported married women and widows with children who sought to 
open girls’ schools; biological motherhood seemed to o$er proof of a natural talent 
for education. "e case of Katharina Gabriel, who petitioned in 1860 to open a girls’ 
school but who had di(culties %nding boarding pupils, o$ers an instructive exam-
ple. "e church authorities supported Katharina Gabriel’s request when she peti-
tioned in 1862 for permission to take on day pupils. In reference to her initial appli-
cation in 1860 the authority concluded: 
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“Concerning the personality of Kath. Gabriel the Archiepiscopal Consistory 
would not have supported the opening of a new school as there are enough 
female educational institutes, if she had not been described by a very relia-
ble source as a good mother and a tidy-minded, domestic woman /: which 
is con%rmed :/; a quality which is so necessary for the education of girls but 
missing in some institutes.”47
Katharina Gabriel’s request was granted without further discussion. Given this back-
ground it was not surprising that a certain pressure evolved to legitimise the life of 
an unmarried woman in terms of her dedication to teaching. Betty and Marie Fröh-
lich pointed in their travel report to the manifold duties of a married school owner. 
"e headmistresses of French institutes would be too occupied with receiving visi-
tors in their salon, with the %nancial a$airs of their institutes and “because they 
are mostly married and Familienmütter [mothers of families] they are o*en pre-
dominantly occupied with their domestic responsibilities.”48 In the introduction of 
their school brochure the sisters emphasised that they were determined “alles aufzu-
biethen” [to give everything]49 to their vocation. "is justi%cation was later termed 
Geistige Mütterlichkeit [spiritual motherhood] based on the concept that the mother 
would be in the centre of a child’s education, an idea which was strongly promoted 
by Johann Heinrich Pestalozzi and Friedrich Fröbel.50 From the late 1860s onwards 
the question of whether a female teacher/educator should be allowed to marry or 
not became a subject for heated discussions under the keyword Lehrerinnenzölibat 
[celibacy for teachers].51 Once the state began to train and employ female teachers, 
in Austria starting with the passing of the Primary School Law 1869, it was more 
convenient if the teachers were unmarried. In previous decades the preference for 
women as institute leaders, who already had children, can be seen as less threate-
ning to their biological motherhood and underlined that their contribution to soci-
ety was, ideologically and literally, only extended to the realm of the family home. 
The Fröhlich Institute – a family business
In this section I will examine the lives of Betty and Marie Fröhlich and their institute 
by establishing spatial links, connecting family ties and searching for traces of the 
institute itself. Only fragments are preserved about the women’s lives. "ere are no 
ego-documents to enrich the knowledge we have from newspaper advertisements 
and short articles, %les of school authorities, and the brochure Betty and Marie pub-
lished themselves. Parish records help to weave a picture of a network of relation-
ships, which is still open to expansion.
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Betty Fröhlich turned forty when she opened in 1849, with her thirteen years 
younger sister Marie, the Fröhlich Institute at Franziskaner-Platz 911 [later number 
1].52 "is address was the home address of Betty and Marie’s father Johann, a retired 
medical practitioner, who died a year later in October 1850.53 "e Fröhlich’s were 
until the 1830s based in Sauerbrunn near Rohitsch in Lower Styria, today a part of 
Slovenia, where Johann Fröhlich was a physician in a sanatorium. A*er this assign-
ment the family moved to Vienna. "e completion of medical studies of Betty and 
Marie’s brother Ernst was possibly the motivation for Johann Fröhlich and his wife 
Barbara to move to the capital.54 At the time, the oldest sister of the Fröhlich siblings, 
Susanna, lived in Ljubljana, together with her husband Franz Xaver Possanner, a k.k. 
Bezirks-Commissär [imperial royal district commissioner], and their children. "ere 
is no evidence about Betty and Marie’s activities during the 1840s and whether they 
had been based in Vienna. In 1845 a turn of events changed the family’s future las-
tingly. Susanna’s husband died suddenly at age %*y-two and le* his wife with two 
boys, twenty-three and thirteen-years of age, and %ve girls of whom the youngest, 
Albertina, was only six years old. Susanna Possanner moved with her children to 
Vienna and settled in an apartment in the city centre around the corner from the 
institute and home of Betty and Marie, in Weihburggasse number 9. It can only be 
speculated whether these circumstances were part of the motivation for Betty and 
Marie Fröhlich to open an educational institute, certainly their nieces and nephews 
played a central role in their lives as they appear in sta$ lists of the institute already 
from its beginnings.
"e employment of husbands, siblings or other family members was not unu-
sual for girls’ institutes. When an application to take the teacher training test on 
the basis of personal studies and/or professional experience was granted, it was at 
the time reasonably easy to gain permission to work as a teacher. Betty and Marie’s 
brother Ernst for example, was for many years responsible for teaching classes in 
scienti%c subjects, and he served as the school physician. From the opening of the 
institute onwards several nieces and nephews of Betty, Marie and Ernst taught at 
the institute as well. "e oldest nephew Benjamin Possanner, who had completed 
the teacher training course in Ljubljana in 1839, functioned as Oberlehrer [senior 
teacher]55 additionally to his job as a civil servant. In this function he was respon-
sible for the curriculum in consultation with his aunts Betty and Marie. "e nieces 
Auguste, Camilla and Maria were teaching French and German language (Auguste), 
music and needlework (Camilla) and needlework (Maria).56 Soon also Ernst Pos-
sanner, then in his early twenties, began to teach the subjects of stenography, history 
and geography.57 In the school year 1853/1854, when Amalia joined her siblings to 
teach speech and recitation, all the nieces and nephews taught at the institute.58 By 
the time the Fröhlich Institute entered its fourth year, twenty-seven teachers were 
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working at the school, nine of whom were family members, including Betty and 
Marie themselves. In 1854/1855, when Benjamin Possanner was appointed to work 
in Ofen, Hungary, in his day job as civil servant, he stopped working at the institute59 
while his siblings continued their work as teachers.60
"e number of pupils attending the institute had steadily increased since its 
opening, making the school with thirty boarding pupils age six to sixteen the best 
attended boarding institute in Vienna and its suburbs. Additionally, %*y-eight day 
pupils received education at the institute in 1853/1854. "e yearly earnings per 
boarding pupil amounted to 330 Gulden; the school fee for day pupils was seven 
Gulden per month.61 
"e number of classes o$ered by educational institutes varied. Betty and Marie 
decided to o$er %ve classes. "e curriculum was steadily broadened, in the a*er-
noons activities like playing the piano, drawing, etc., were o$ered:
Figure 1. Curriculum created on the basis of Fröhlich, Erziehungsanstalt, 32–39.
It is not the place to discuss the subjects in detail, but one subject should be menti-
oned because of its distinctiveness. Education in “psychology” entailed knowledge 
in the “basic characters of man, the body, the soul; explanations of the psycholo-
gical phenomena and activities of the soul; the psychological individual; key prin-
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ciples of pedagogy.”62 Betty and Marie Fröhlich’s pedagogic principles were based 
on the teachings of Pestalozzi.63 On the one hand girls were to be educated accor-
ding to Catholic principles dominant in Austria that emphasised Selbstverleugnung 
[self-denial].64 At the same time a couple of pages earlier in the brochure the sis-
ters emphasised the importance of self-respect. Following Pestalozzi’s principle of 
each child deserving an education which develops all aspects of a person, Betty and 
Marie Fröhlich understood their role as educators as helping their pupils experience 
“that the greatest joy lies in the [skills] acquired by themselves through their own 
diligence and their own re#ection.”65 "is pattern of nurturing both the ideal of self-
denial and at the same time self-determination is also to be found in the institute’s 
practise, by letting the pupils vote amongst themselves once a year for the one whom 
they deemed most remarkable for her piety, tolerance, compliance, gentleness and 
strict ful%lment of all her duties. "e act of voting, with a Wahlurne [ballot box], 
permitted the girls to exercise an act of self-determination in choosing every year 
the one who adhered most to the feminine ideal.66 With their %ve-class program, 
which was extended to six classes in 1870 and %nally to eight classes in 1871 the ins-
titute provided a substantial program for girls. In 1853 the Fröhlich sisters decided 
to acquire a villa in Baden, Karlsgasse number 166, which functioned as a summer 
residence for the institute in the following decades.67 
"e picture gives the impression of a studious and communicative environment. 
One of the girls is walking engrossed in a book to the le*, the two %gures in the 
centre-right could be a teacher with her student walking towards the house. "e 
Figure 2. Fröhlich Institute in Baden. In: Otto Wolkerstorfer, Walzerseligkeit und Alltag, Grasl, 
Baden bei Wien, Baden 1999, 130.
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pupils were described as having an intimate relationship with the Fröhlich sisters. 
An account of Betty and Marie’s return from their summer holidays in 1874 publis-
hed in the Neue Freie Presse gives a sense of the atmosphere between the sisters and 
their pupils, or more precisely about the way in which the sisters wanted this rela-
tionship to be seen by the public. According to the report the villa in Baden was lit 
up with candles on the evening of the 28th of August on occasion of the return of 
Betty and Marie from their bathing holiday. A girl was waiting on the balcony with 
a basket full of blossoms, which she started to scatter as soon as the institute owners 
arrived, exclaiming a “tief-gemüthlichen Segensspruch”68 [deeply pleasant blessing]. 
Cheerful children’s choirs resounded and the children were said to have improvised 
a theatre play in modern languages. "e article concludes that this occasion would 
show the “pleasant spirit” of the Fröhlich Institute in its location in the centre of 
the imperial city as well as in the villa in the Helenental in Baden. "at same year 
the institute celebrated its 25-year jubilee and the “motherly institute-leaders”.69 "is 
example shows that the institute was present in contemporary media, with regular 
advertisements and reports. Its main medium from the beginning was the presti-
gious liberal Neue Freie Presse; additional advertisements were placed in the newspa-
pers Die Presse, Fremdenblatt and the Wiener Zeitung. 
In 1875, a few months a*er the sisters had returned from their bathing holiday 
to the institute’s summer residence in Baden, Marie Fröhlich fell ill and died of Lun-
genlähmung [a lung disease] at age 56.70 No advertisement or report a*er the event 
mentioned her death, the only sign was that Betty Fröhlich then appeared as the sole 
institute owner. Betty was possibly afraid that Marie’s death would be perceived as 
causing instability for the institute. At the time of her sister’s death she was nearly 70 
years of age herself. Betty continued the institute together with her nieces Amalie, 
Auguste and Camilla for another thirteen years.71 In February 1888 she died and le* 
the institute to her nieces in her will. In a long obituary in the Neue Freie Presse the 
work and life of Betty Fröhlich was acknowledged.
“"is occasion should be used to say a few words about this remarkable 
woman who was, not only in our metropolis, but also in the whole of the 
monarchy and in great parts abroad known and honoured.”72 
Describing her character, the author depicted Betty as a woman with a “masculine 
strong will, paired with her truly feminine soul […].”73 Several thousand students 
were educated in the institute, which had existed for nearly forty years by the time 
of Betty’s death. Just as Betty and her sister Marie had themselves emphasised many 
years earlier, the author pointed in emotionally charged language to their choice to 
become educators out of a sense of vocation. "e emotional language balanced the 
connection between women and money, which is emphasised in the author’s use of 
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Figure 3. Family tree on the basis of death registry entries and Marcella Stern, Gabriele Possanner, 215–216.
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this point to criticise in the obituary those who saw the teacher’s and educator’s pro-
fession purely as a source of income. "e article concluded by announcing that the 
institute was continued by Betty Fröhlich’s nieces who had worked there from its 
beginnings. "e author of the obituary pointed out that no pupil had le* the ins-
titute since Betty’s death, since the parents would trust the new owners. O*en the 
daughters of former pupils, and sometimes even the granddaughters, attended the 
institute. In the last sentence the author alluded to the last name of the deceased ins-
titute owner “Fröhlich”, which in German means “cheerful”: “All who know this ins-
titute, wish that it will prosper cheerfully under the new ownership.”74 "e institute 
moved its location from Grünangergasse to Weihburggasse number 1875, but a year 
later Auguste Possanner died aged 61.76 A*er her death the institute was presumably 
closed as no further evidence of its existence can be found. Figure 3 shows the family 
network, concentrating on one branch of relations.
Family entanglements and the "rst female University of Vienna graduate
"e family tree provides a more compact overview over the family relationships of 
Betty and Marie Fröhlich, focussing on the family branch developed through the 
marriage of Susanna Fröhlich with Franz Xaver Possanner. All nieces and nephews 
of Betty and Marie were at some point sta$ members of the Fröhlich institute; for 
the last section of this article the oldest nephew, Benjamin Possanner, is important. 
Benjamin had studied law at the University of Vienna and worked as a civil servant 
at the Treasury Department when his aunts opened their girls’ institute in 1849. In 
addition to his day job as a civil servant he was for %ve years as a senior teacher at 
the Fröhlich institute. In 1855 he was appointed to Ofen in Hungary where he soon 
a*er married the %*een years younger Pauline Kraus, daughter of a military surgeon 
major.77 Over the course of the next twenty-%ve years the couple had eight child-
ren. A*er several moves the Possanner family returned in 1880 to Vienna, taking an 
apartment in Ballgasse 6, in walking distance to the Fröhlich Institute and three of 
Benjamin’s siblings, Auguste, Amalie and Camilla (see %g. 4). 
"e oldest daughter of the couple, Gabriele, attended a teacher training course 
in walking distance to the institute. "ree typical professions of the Bildungsbürger-
tum were prevalent in the Possanner family as %gure 3 shows: working as civil serv-
ants or teachers, and practising medicine. As a woman, teacher training was the 
only available option for further education, however when Gabriele completed her 
education at the Lehrerinnenbildungsanstalt [Female Teacher Training Institute] in 
1885 she did not start a career as primary school teacher. Instead she studied pri-
vately for the Matura [Higher School Certi%cate], enabled through the %nancial sup-
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port of her parents, and took the exam as an external pupil at a Gymnasium [second-
ary school].78 In Gabriele’s family female education was valued to the extent that in 
1888 Gabriele went on to study medicine for %ve years at the Universities of Geneva 
and Zurich in Switzerland, where medical studies were open to women.79 In 1894 
the medical student graduated but was not allowed to practise medicine in Vienna. 
Marcella Stern outlines in her detailed article on Gabriele Possanner’s life and career 
the challenges she faced in obtaining recognition for her degree by the University 
of Vienna. A*er several attempts to gain permission to practise medicine in Vienna 
had failed, Gabriele decided to directly address the Emperor with her concerns.80 
"e communication comprised of three items: a petition letter by Gabriele herself, 
an appeal by her father Benjamin and a letter by the Verein für erweiterte Frauen-
bildung [Association for extended Women’s Education]. Gabriele Possanner’s father 
Benjamin was aware of the capability of women through his aunts Betty and Marie, 
whose names his daughter Gabriele Barbara Maria carried in her own given name. 
In his appeal he expressed his support for his daughter towards the Emperor, stat-
ing the validity of his daughter’s education, and Benjamin did not fail to underline 
the costliness of Gabriele’s studies which he had %nanced. He suggested that a denial 
of her appeal could only be justi%ed by motives which “science and all Kulturstaaten 
[countries of culture] already abandoned as useless ballast.”81 
Figure 4. Map to illus-
trate the geographical 
closeness of the Fröh-
lich and Possanner 
family.
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"e second document attached to the appeal added the encouragement of a 
female network to the family support. A letter by the Association for extended 
Women’s Education gave Gabriele Possanner a job guarantee as a school doctor in 
the association’s private girls’ Gymnasium in Vienna.82 A co-founder of this asso-
ciation, who supported Gabriele Possanner continually, was Marie Bosshardt, nee 
Demerghel83, whose mother was the girls’ institute owner Marie van Demerghel 
mentioned earlier in this article. Another member of the Association for Exten-
ded Women’s Education leads back to the Fröhlich Institute. Marianne Hainisch, 
a main %gure of the %rst women’s movement in Austria, worked since 1870 on the 
matter of equal higher education for women. She was a former pupil of the Fröh-
lich Institute at the time when all Possanner siblings were teaching at the school in 
the 1850s, thus the name Possanner was surely familiar to her. Gabriele’s own letter, 
her father’s support in his position as a high ranked civil servant and the job gua-
rantee at the private girls’ secondary school in Vienna were enough to persuade the 
Emperor, who granted the applicant’s petition on condition that she would take all 
medical exams again in Vienna. In 1897, a*er in fact obtaining her degree for the 
second time, Gabriele graduated as the %rst female medical doctor from the Uni-
versity of Vienna.84
Conclusion
"e story of Betty and Marie Fröhlich’s educational institute serves as a framework 
to understand manifold aspects of the education of girls from the Bildungsbürger-
tum. "is term, which does not translate well, emphasises the social and cultural 
importance of obtaining a (formal) education to this developing class. "e value of 
striving for knowledge eventually led middle class families not only to take care of 
the education of their sons, but also increasingly of their daughters who were sent 
to private educational institutes. "ese schools were predominantly run by women. 
Although the quality of the content of education is di(cult to determine, the creati-
vity with which such institutes were led is remarkable; a common feature of institute 
owners was their continual communication via brochures, newspaper articles and 
announcements to a public audience. Less common amongst institute owners how-
ever was the practice of travelling. Betty and Marie Fröhlich’s travelling activities – 
in 1866 they completed their fourth journey to visit institutes outside the Habsburg 
territories – indicates on the one hand the %nancial stability they had inherited and 
the pro%t the institute was making. On the other hand, their travels are part of a 
wider context in which the act of travelling and reporting about the experience was 
deeply connected to Bildungsidealen [educational ideals] at the time. According to 
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those ideals and in combination with Catholic values in Austria, girls should be edu-
cated in preparation for their future life as mothers, self-denying and devoted. "is 
feminine ideal is described by the Fröhlich sisters in their brochure, simultaneously 
the more general educational ideal of the Bildungsbürgertum was emphasised; the 
comprehensive education of individuals.
In pointing to this simultaneity it would be a mistake however to characterise 
private girls’ institutes as projects with emancipatory intention. "e example of the 
Fröhlich sisters and other institute owners shows that emancipatory potential lay in 
the %gures of the school owners themselves. With their habitus, their convictions and 
knowledge, these women shaped the imagination of what women could accomplish. 
"e networks of female school owners extended beyond their family members and 
particularly involved men, as several examples in this article have shown. Women 
had to navigate within rigid ideas about appropriate gender roles, carving out spaces 
to become visible with their businesses and outlasting or outstripping the competi-
tion. "e communicative e$ort to legitimise the position as headmistress was intense. 
"e focus was put on motherly qualities and caring intentions, while downplaying the 
idea that a school was also a business that provided a service for money. "e above 
quoted obituary of Betty Fröhlich is a good example of the di(culties a woman with 
authority posed to contemporaries. "e writer had to divide Betty into a woman with 
a “masculine strong will, paired with her truly feminine soul […].”85 
Starting in 1849, Betty and Marie Fröhlich dedicated all their energies to their 
institute, which was a family project from its beginnings. For their nieces and neph-
ews, the Fröhlich sisters were a resource, especially for the %rst years of their pro-
fessional lives in Vienna. "e employment provided by the sisters was particularly 
crucial for the female family members, three of whom lived their lives without mar-
rying.86 "e experience of having encountered the institute owners was long last-
ing, as an autobiographical account by Marianne Hainisch shows. At the age of 89 
Hainisch referred to her education in a short four-page dictation about her life, only 
brie#y mentioning the private tutoring she had received. However, more than seven 
decades a*er she was a pupil she emphasized her time at the Fröhlich Institute by 
recounting her former teacher Betty Fröhlich: 
“Unforgettable is the principal Betty Fröhlich. She was a gi*ed idealist, ethi-
cist and born teacher with a most bene%cent in#uence on her pupils.”87 
One last quote illustrates the %gure of the private girls’ school owner and serves to 
close this article. Antonie Graf, nee Machold, of the same generation as Marianne 
Hainisch and later active in the Austrian women’s movement, completed in summer 
1863 the teacher training course o$ered by the Ursuline nuns in Vienna. She worked 
for several years as a governess and was dreaming about opening her own educatio-
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nal institute. In a diary entry from Friday the 15th of May 1868 she described her fan-
tasies about becoming a girls’ school owner.
“What should I say about me? "e passing thoughts were chased away by 
very serious ones. I see nothing other than enormous school black boards, 
school benches and my digni%ed striding forward as head of an educational 
institute: plans of practical furnishings, renewals, improvements are gallo-
ping in the Brain-classes [Hirn-Classen] up and down; inspection journeys I 
already make in my mind: well, I am curious!”88
Mentions of pupils or a curriculum are absent from the entry, Antonie pictures the 
habitus of her future self as an institute owner, who is “digni%ed striding forward.” 
"e body of the institute owner is connected to the language of progress, signi%ed by 
the words “forward”, “renewals”, “improvements” and Antonie’s expression of being 
“curious”. "e reference to travelling for the purpose of inspecting and visiting other 
institutes connects the diary entry to the Fröhlich sisters, and closes the journey 
taken in this article.
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